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Abstract 

Many companies in the domain of modeling and simulation are showing interest in the new 
emerging OpenModelica, an object oriented modeling and simulation platform based on 
Modelica language. 

The purpose of this thesis is to study if and how simulation libraries written in ExtendSim 
such as PaperFront, can be semi-automatically converted to equivalent Modelica libraries. 
The ExtendSim tool is based upon a C like language called ModL that is used for designing 
models. A prototype translator is developed for translating ModL to Modelica. One difficulty 
that had to be overcome was the fact that ExtendSim is a commercial tool which hides part 
of its model information in a binary format.  The generated code from prototype translator 
can be viewed using any text editor or using the textual view of Modelica graphical editors 
such as OMEdit or Dymola. 

The implementation of the prototype translator is done using the Java based ANTLR tool, 
which generates a parser and a lexer from the defined grammar rules. Moreover, a set of 
templates is written using the StringTemplate language for the code generation. The 
prototype translator takes ModL code of an ExtendSim library file and generates an Abstract 
Syntax Tree (AST), which is then converted to an equivalent Modelica AST. This Modelica AST 
is later converted to textual Modelica code. Subject to limited resource availability and time 
constraints of the thesis work, the basic constructs of ModL language are supported by the 
translator e.g. data types, if-else statements, loops, procedures etc. The enhancements in 
the translator can be made in the future by adding support for remaining language features 
such as support for tracing and additional ModL built-in functions etc.      

Keywords: OpenModelica, ExtendSim, Translator, ANTLR, AST, StringTemplate, Parser 
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Overview 

Chapter 1 : Introduction  

This chapter describes the background, aim, goal, intended audience and limitations of the 
thesis. 

Chapter 2 : Requirements  

Chapter 2 briefly describes the initial requirements that need to be addressed during the 
analysis and implementation phase of the translator. 

Chapter 3 : Background  

Chapter 3 covers the fundamental knowledge need to understand the field of Modeling and 
Simulation. Furthermore, reader will be introduced to modeling platforms like Modelica and 
Extend.  

Chapter 4 : Existing tools and technologies  

Chapter 4 covers listing and explanation of tools and technologies that are important to 
understand before reading implementation of prototype translator. 

Chapter 5 : Implementation  

Chapter 5 contains step by step implementation details of the prototype translator.  

Chapter 6 : Conclusion  

This chapter discusses the results and presents the conclusion.  

Chapter 7 : Future Work  

Chapter covers all potential tasks that can be implemented in future to improve the 
prototype translator. 

References  

Appendix A 

1. Prototype Translator User Guide 
2. Steps Wise Configuring ANTLR in Eclipse Ide 3.6+ 

Appendix B 

1. Source Code for Combined Grammar of ModL Language 
2. Source Code for Tree Grammar 
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Chapter 1  

Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Object oriented modeling and simulation is a fast growing area of research that provides a 
structured way of performing the mathematical and equation based modeling and 
simulation [1]. Today, the industry is using computer modeling and simulation techniques to 
optimize products and reduce product development cost and time-to-market. Different 
commercial and noncommercial modeling tools and languages are used in the industry. 
Furthermore, some simulation platforms are now matured enough to simulate complex 
models of multiple domains e.g. mechanical, electrical [2]. 

ExtendSim is a commercial modeling and simulation tool which uses the ModL programming 
language for the specification of models. ExtendSim provides a multi-domain environment 
that supports continuous, discrete events or mixed-mode systems. It is used for modeling a 
variety of different fields of real life e.g. manufacturing and electronics. User can create 
custom libraries in ExtendSim for creating simulation models for different domains. 

FrontWay AB is a Norrköping based company that provides software products and 
consultancy services, mainly for analyzing variety of settings of Pulp and Paper industry. 
Moreover, FrontWay has developed several simulation libraries using ExtendSim tool named 
as PaperFront, BalanceFront and BenchFront [17]. FrontWay is interested in translating their 
custom libraries from ExtendSim to Modelica based simulation platform. For translation, 
they need a translator that can convert their ExtendSim custom libraries into Modelica.  

OpenModelica is an open-source, Modelica based, modeling and simulation platform, 
developed for industrial and academic use. It is supported by the Open Source Modelica 
Consortium (OSMC) [3]. Modelica is an object oriented and equation based modeling 
language that allows specification of mathematical models. 

The aim of the thesis is to investigate how PaperFront library can be translated to 
corresponding Modelica code. 

1.2 Intended Audience 

The intended audience includes developers interested in designing parsers, compilers and 
language translators and all those who are interested in simulation and modeling with the 
ExtendSim (ModL) and the Modelica modeling language. Other audience may include 
developers who want to improve the ExtendSim to Modelica translation process and further 
enhance the prototype translator. 

1.3 Goal 

The major goal of the thesis work is to find possible solution(s) for designing a semi-
automatic translator that can translate the PaperFront models to the Modelica models. 
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Furthermore, this prototype translator should be capable of transforming the ModL AST to 
the Modelica AST. 

1.4. Available resources 

1. Regular guidance by the thesis superiors at PELAB, Linköping University. 
2. Thesis room provided by PELAB, Linköping University. 
3. Remote access to the ExtendSim machine at FrontWay AB Norrköping.  

1.5 Limitations 

The development of a complete translator for large modeling languages like Modelica and 
ModL language is a complex task which requires knowledge and research regarding both 
platforms. Furthermore, it is not possible for us to develop a complete translator within the 
available time period. Therefore, this translator does not support some of the language 
constructs and mapping of certain built-in functions of the ExtendSim and Modelica. The 
details of the task that need to be addressed in the future are provided in the future work 
section. This includes translation support for uncovered language constructs, mapping built-
in functions of ExtendSim to Modelica, support for the ExtendSim database. 

Another limitation is that a part of an ExtendSim model is saved in unreadable binary 
format. However, the ExtendSim library contain basic predefined blocks and also user 
defined code such as functions or other programming logics, which is readable but mixed 
with unreadable binary information for the GUI. To overcome this problem we proposed a 
methodology for translating part of the ExtendSim libraries into Modelica and then manually 
building the Modelica model. 
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Chapter 2  

Requirements 

There were two basic requirements for the thesis. First, to investigate how ModL code can 
be transformed to Modelica code; this includes a deliverable, i.e. a working prototype 
translator that can translate a subset of ExtendSim Model. Secondly, the part of the research 
also includes proposed workable solutions for challenges encountered during the thesis 
work. Moreover, unimplemented tasks are addressed as future work to further enhance the 
translation process. Figure 2.1 shows the stepwise requirements; each step has specific 
requirements that are discussed in the following sections.              

 

Figure 2.1: The step wise requirements 
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2.1 Extracting code of ModL 

Part of an ExtendSim model is saved in a binary format (.mox file) therefore we only have 
readable ExtendSim library files accessible for transformation. The library files are written in 
the ModL programming language. To translate any model of ExtendSim, it is necessary to 
first extract required piece of code that is used as an input for the ModL parser. 

2.2 Formatting ModL (extracted code)  

For formatting the extracted ModL code, two steps needed to be done: 

1. Remove binary code that exists in the Library file. 
2. Generate text files from usable piece of code of ExtendSim blocks. 

2.3 Parser for ModL AST generation 

A parser typically meets two fundamental requirements: 

1. Checks the syntax for ModL language. 
2. Builds data structure i.e. Abstract Syntax Tree (AST). 

2.4 Transformation of ModL AST to Modelica AST 

To generate the targeted code in Modelica, it is required to generate an equivalent Modelica 
AST from an already generated ModL AST. This AST is used as an intermediate 
representation of Modelica language.   

2.5 Code Generation from Modelica AST 

It is required to generate the Modelica code from the corresponding Modelica AST. To 
generate the Modelica code, a program must be written to read the AST and then convert it 
to the Modelica code. 

2.6 Integration with OmEdit and Dymola 

Finally, translated ExtendSim code will be used in currently available OpenModelica graphic 
editors. To include the visual support for models we need to add the required annotations 
so that the translated model(s) can be opened in the OpenModelica graphic model editors 
such as OmEdit. These models can be further used by dragging into a required model for 
reusability.  For further details about annotations, see Chapter 5.  
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Chapter 3 

Background 

3.1 Modeling and Simulation 

A model of a system is anything on which an "experiment" can be applied to answer various 
questions about the system. A model serves as the specified representation of a complex 
real world system. Furthermore it also reflects specified properties of the real time system 
to be studied [1]. 

The process of building a mathematical model that depicts the real world model is called 
mathematical modeling. In a mathematical model, the relationships between variables of 
the system are represented in a mathematical form. In computer science a mathematical 
model can be represented using a computer program, solving mathematical equations or 
functions. In general performing experiments on models is known as simulation. 

The major benefits of modeling and simulation are that they enable researchers to analyze 
and test hypothesis with different values and conditions for a real world problem. One 
potential advantage of a model is that it gives the freedom of gradually improving the 
process as the understanding of the system increases [5]. This gradual improvement helps to 
accomplish good estimations of the very complex problems and give a close depiction of a 
real world problem. As an example, modeling of manufacturing processes may help to study 
the resource utilization such as rate of production or bottlenecks in the production 
processes to improve productivity etc. 

3.2 Modeling methodologies 

Dynamic models are those models which evolve over time. In dynamic modeling, time is 
included explicitly as a variable i.e. in dynamic modeling states/values keep changing with 
respect to time. On the other hand if the time dependencies over a model are not 
considered then this type of modeling is known as static modeling. Static models are 
representation of the system in the steady state or equilibrium situations where the model 
does not change its values/state with reference to the time. There are two types of dynamic 
models i.e. continuous and discrete time models. 

3.2.1 Continuous time models 

In continuous models the variables values change continuously with respect to time. For 
example the flow of fluid in a pipe may drop or rise anytime but the flow will remain 
continuous. 

3.2.2 Discrete time models 

In discrete models, the variable or state of the system changes when any event (discrete 
point) occurs in the system. For example, the flow of a fluid in the pipe will stop when the 
tank becomes full or volume of the fluid reaches a certain threshold. 
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3.3 Modelica 

Modelica is an object oriented and equation based modeling language that allows 
specification of mathematical models. 

3.3.1 Important features of Modelica: 

1. Modelica is based on mathematical equations rather than assignments. Due to the fact 
that an equation does not specify any directional dataflow, a Modelica class can have 
multi data flow context [1]. 

2. Modelica supports multi-domain modeling which means that Modelica components 
corresponds to the physical object of different domains such as electrical, mechanical, 
hydraulic etc. These objects can be connected with each other in a single model. It gives 
a powerful representation of the real world models.  

3. Modelica supports object oriented approaches such as classes, objects, inheritance, and 
generics, these features increase reusability of components and evolution of models. 

4. Modelica supports a strong software component model and provides powerful ways of 
creating and connecting components. Therefore, it could be considered as a strong 
architectural description language which can be used for the representation of the 
complex real world systems. 

Modelica Examples 
 

The following is a flat model of Modelica that has some derivations, which are defined in the 
equation clause of the model. Assignments can be done in the algorithm section using the 
assignment operator “:=”.  
 

class HelloWorld 

  Real a; 
  Real x(start = 2); 

  Real y(start =1); 
  parameter Real b = 1; 
equation 

  der(x) = y; 

  der (y) = -b + sin(x); 

  a = der(x) + cos(time * 10);  

end HelloWorld; 

 

 

The result of the model can be plotted on a graph using the plot() function, supplied with the 
variables which have to be plotted. Figure 3.1 shows the graph of the above model using the 
plot function.   
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Figure 3.1: Example of Modelica code 

Connector Example 
 

connector Pin “Connector Name with the connector keyword”; 

  Voltage v “Voltage “; 
  flow Current i “ Current Flow”; 

end pin; // From Modelica.Electrical.Analog.Interfaces 

 

 

The above example shows that how we can write a connector in Modelica. As discussed 
earlier, that we can also create graphical models using Modelica editors such as OMEdit and 
can also simulate the model. Figure 3.2 shows the graphical model created in OMEdit using 
the built-in library of Modelica. It is done by dragging and dropping components to the 
model window. 
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Figure 3.2: Example of Modelica graphical modeling 

Below is the code for the above graphical example which is generated by OMEdit. The 
graphical model described in Figure 3.2, can be used to generate graphical output like shown 
in Figure 3.1. We can set the output format to csv or mat, according to our needs. 

model SimpleCircuit 

 

  Modelica.Electrical.Analog.Basic.Inductorinductor1(L = 0.4) 

annotation(Placement(visible = true, transformation(origin = {43,28.5}, 

extent = {{-15,-15},{15,15}}, rotation = 0))); 

  Modelica.Electrical.Analog.Basic.Ground ground1 

annotation(Placement(visible = true, transformation(origin = {0,-21}, 

extent = {{-15,-15},{15,15}}, rotation = 0))); 

  Modelica.Electrical.Analog.Basic.Resistor resistor1(R = 10, T_ref = 

300.15, alpha = 0) annotation(Placement(visible = true, 

transformation(origin = {-7.5,61}, extent = {{-15,-15},{15,15}}, 

rotation = 0))); 

  Modelica.Electrical.Analog.Sources.StepVoltage stepvoltage1 

annotation(Placement(visible = true, transformation(origin = {-

64.5,14.5}, extent = {{-15,-15},{15,15}}, rotation = 0))); 

equation 

  connect(stepvoltage1.p,ground1.p) annotation(Line(points = {{-

79.5,14.5},{0,14.5},{0,-6},{0,-6}})); 

  connect(stepvoltage1.n,resistor1.p) annotation(Line(points = {{-

49.5,14.5},{-27.5,14.5},{-27.5,61},{-22.5,61},{-22.5,61}})); 

  connect(inductor1.n,ground1.p) annotation(Line(points = 

{{58,28.5},{0,28.5},{0,-6},{0,-6}})); 

  connect(resistor1.n,inductor1.p) annotation(Line(points = 

{{7.5,61},{27.5,61},{27.5,30},{28,30},{28,28.5}})); 

end SimpleCircuit; 
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3.3.2 OpenModelica 

OPENMODELICA is a freely available, open-source, Modelica based modeling and simulation 
environment which developed for both industrial and academic purposes. Its development is 
carried under a non-profit organization "the Open Source Modelica Consortium (OSMC)". 
The OpenModelica project is running at PELAB (The Programming Environments Laboratory) 
at Linköping University, Sweden, under the supervision of Professor Peter Fritzson. 

 

3.4 ExtendSim  

ExtendSim is a commercial simulation tool which comes under the license name of 
EXTENDSIM® SOFTWARE LICENSE AGREEMENT Imaginethat! ® [5]. ExtendSim can be used to 
develop dynamic models for variety of fields of real life. Furthermore, it is used in business, 
industries and academics. It has powerful and easy to use graphical user interface which 
supports 2D and 3D model representation environment and various set of commonly used 
building blocks. 

3.4.1 Simulation architecture 

 

 Multi-purpose simulation: Using ExtendSim the user can create multi-domain 
dynamic models for discrete events, discrete rate, agent based, linear, non-linear, 
and mixed-mode model development systems. 

 Library based: The structure of the libraries is such that it supports multiple blocks. 
The block can be saved/compiled and then can be reused and integrated to any 
other model. 

 Scripting support. One can build and execute models remotely, either using 
ExtendSim blocks or other applications. 

 Integrated support for other programming languages: The built-in APIs of 
ExtendSim can be accessed /called from languages such as Delphi, C++ Builder, 
Visual Basic, Visual C++ etc. 

 More than 1000 built in functions. Such as IEEE math, matrix, sounds, arrays, 
debugging, DLLs, string and bit manipulation, I/O. Furthermore, the user can create 
his own functions to enhance the API. 

 Support for various data types and structures. Such as arrays, linked-lists, integers, 
real, and string data types. 

 Support for saving the model result in databases such as MS SQL server MS access. 
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3.4.2 Extend built-in libraries 

ExtendSim library includes blocks for various fields and utilities. The following list provides a 
short description of some of the ExtendSim libraries: 

1. Animation:  blocks in animation library contain build-in functionalities for 2D and 3D 
visualization of the models.  

2. BPR: library contains blocks for modeling Business Process Reengineering. 
3. Discrete events: blocks specifically modeling discrete events.  
4. Electronics: library contains blocks commonly used for modeling in the electronics 

systems.   
5. Flow: library contains blocks used for the modeling flows of inputs.   
6. Items: used for modeling queues, activities of transport and convey items etc.   
7. Manufacturing: Reusable blocks commonly used in the field of manufacturing.  
8. Value: built-in blocks are available in this library such as modeling for input random 

number, constants, pulse and data holding and for mathematical and statistical 
analysis etc.  

9. Plotter: library contains blocks commonly used for plotting result such as graphics, 
Bar Charts, Gantt Charts etc.   

10. Utilities: library contains blocks providing various utilities for modeling such as 
manipulation of display information during modeling, model control blocks, such as 
popup, feedbacks etc.    
 

3.4.3 ExtendSim block development 

This section provides a short user guide for building a simple block in the ExtendSim 
environment. For developing new blocks in ExtendSim, the user needs to select “New Block” 
option in Develop menu (as shown in Figure 3.4). A dialog box will appear, asking the name 
of the block and option for selecting the library file (.lix), where the user needs to save the 
block as shown in the Figure 3.5. 

 

Figure 3.4: Creating new block in ExtendSim. 
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Figure 3.5: Saving ExtendSim custom block in a library file 

After pressing “Install in Selected Library” button, an ExtendSim code editor will open as in 
Figure 3.6. In this editor user can write code for events (function, e.g. on simulate, on 
initsim. Moreover, list of the ExtendSim functions that are called during the model 
execution can be seen from “Functions” menu left top of the editor, See Figure 3.6). After 
saving and compiling a block, user can add the block to any model created using the 
ExtendSim tool (as shown in Figure 3.7). 

 

Figure 3.6: ExtendSim code editor 
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Figure 3.7: Adding a block to an ExtendSim Model 

3.4.4 ExtendSim Versions 

ExtendSim simulation tool is available with the name “Extend”, from version 1 to 8; the 
ExtendSim version 8 was released on July 12, 2010 [5]. Moreover demo version can be 
downloaded from official website of ExtendSim. For more information visit 
(http://www.ExtendSim.com/prods_history.html) 

3.5 Compiler Construction 

3.5.1 Lexical Analyzer 

The lexical analysis is the process of scanning the token from the sequence of characters. 
The lexical analyzer converts the characters into lexemes known as tokens. The token are 
formatted with name and attribute fields. The lexicon generates a table symbol lookup that 
that categorize symbols based on the defined rules.  

3.5.2 Syntax Analyzer 

The process of syntax analysis is also called parsing. The syntax analyzer reads the stream of 
Input tokens as defined in the grammar. The major role of a syntax analyzer is to identify the 
syntactic structure of the program. 

3.5.3 Semantic Analyzer 

The goal of a semantic analyzer is to build and validate the parse tree from the symbol table. 
The symbol table contains information about the identifiers. Furthermore, a semantic 
analyzer also finds possible errors such as type checking, invalid variable definition etc. 

3.5.4 Code Generation 

It is the final phase of a compiler or translator program. In this phase, the source code of the 
target language is generated from the intermediate representation of the Abstract Syntax 
Tree.

http://www.extendsim.com/prods_history.html
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Chapter 4   

Existing Technology 

4.1 Parser Generators 

4.1.1 Yacc 

To create a compiler or translator you need a lexer and a parser. The Lex helps to create a 
lexer or lexical analyzer. The Lex uses regular expressions to identify tokens. The lexer 
generated by lex is used by the Yacc parser to separate tokens from the input strings. A 
simple regular expression for a variable definition is given below which can also be defined 
by finite automata as shown in Figure 4.1. The variable will always start with an alphabet 
and if needed it will be followed by a number or an alphabet [11]. 

 

Number     [0-9] (any number from 0 to 9) 

Alphabet    [A-Za-z](any alphabet from A to z, capital or small) 

{Alphabet} ({Alphabet} | {Number})*  

 
 
   

 
 

Figure 4.1: Finite automata of Variable name 

Yacc parser is then responsible for parsing those tokens using some grammar rules which are 
defined by the user [10, 11].  

4.1.2 Bison 

Bison is a parser generator utility (comes under GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE Copyright © 
2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. http://fsf.org/) [9]. It is used to generate deterministic 
LR (Left to right) from annotated context free grammar. Bison reads the BNF (Backus Normal 
Form or Backus–Naur Form) and creates a LALR (Look-Ahead Left to Right) parser which can 
parse text files containing the code of a BNF defined programming language. 

Basic Concept of Bison  

1. Language and Context Free Grammars 

Bison can parse a language that is described by a context free grammar (CFG). The CFG that 
needs to specify one or more syntactic groupings and rules that contracts them. A common 
system for presentation of rules is in BNF "Backus Naur Form" but the input to the Bison is 
based on machine readable BNF. 

 

q1 

 

q2 

 

Start Alphabet 

Alphabet or Number 

http://fsf.org/
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Syntactic grouping is related to a symbol which can be non terminal or terminal symbol or a 
token type. Below example shows a simple C function that is converted into tokens. 

 
real             /* keyword `real' */ 

     Square (real x)  /* identifier, open-paren, keyword `int', 

identifier, close-paren */ 

     {               /* open-brace */ 

return x plus x; /* keyword `return', identifier, plus identifier, 

semicolon */ 

     }               /* close-brace */ 

 

2. Grammar in Bison 

The Bison language must be written in a file that expresses the bison grammar.  The rules 
are expression in Bison syntax. For example, the Bison rule for C return could be like. 

 
stmt:   RETURN expr ';' 

              

3. Semantic Values and Semantic Actions 

Every token in the bison grammar has a token type and a semantic value. A symbol defined 
by a grammar such as INTEGER, ',' gives the chance to predefine the validity and grouping 
scheme of that token. Furthermore for doing more than parsing input, it is necessary to 
produce some output, which is done using an "action". The main purpose of the action is to 
calculate the semantic value. 

For example, here is a rule that says that an expression can be the multiplier of two sub 
expressions: 

 
expr: exp1 '*' exp1   { $$ = $2 + $3; } 

             ; 

4. Bison Parser 

To produce verbose error messages. Bison keeps track of the textual location. The token has 
semantic value and its associated location and the type is same for all tokens and groupings. 
To build a location for a particular group the parser starts with the first symbol and ends at 
the last symbol. 
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Grammar Layout 

%{ 

     Prologue 

     %} 

 

     Bison declarations 

 

     %% 

     Grammar rules 

     %% 

     Epilogue 

 

Description 

 

 The ‘%%’, ‘%{’ and ‘%}’ are punctuations that separate different sections in the 
bison grammar. 

 The prologue is used to define types and variables. 

 The grammar rule declares the names of the terminal and non-terminal symbols. 

 The epilogue includes code you want to use e.g. functions declaration. 

 

4.1.3 ANTLR 

ANTLR stands for Another Tool for Language Recognition. It is a very popular open source 
tool for generating lexers and parsers as well as for implementing different compilers, 
interpreters and translators [7, 8]. ANTLR generates lexers and parsers automatically by 
taking grammars as an input. It uses grammar rules for both the lexer and the parser.  The 
lexer in ANTLR takes character streams (File, String) as an input and gives a stream of tokens 
which is defined in the rules as output.  The lexer creates a finite automaton which helps the 
parser while creating an AST. The parser takes the output stream tokens as an input and 
generates an AST accordingly. The latest version of ANTLR can be downloaded from the 
official website of ANTLR. A simple example is given below to explain further. It is also 
possible to create a combined grammar of both lexer and parser in one file. The example 
below illustrates this combined grammar. For integrating ANTLR with Eclipse 3.6, see the 
Appendix.  

 
grammar abc; 

options { 

language = Java; 

output   = AST; 

} 

program 

  : variable*     

   statement*    

  ; 

variable 

  :  type IDENT ('='expression)? ';' 

  ;   
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type 

  : 'Int' 

| 'Real' 

   | IDENT 

  ;  

statement 

  : assignmentStatement 

  ;   

assignmentStatement 

  : IDENT'='expression';' 

  ; 

term 

  : IDENT 

  | '('expression')' 

  | INT 

;   

negation 

  : 'not'* term 

  ;   

unaryOperator 

  : ('+' | '-')* negation 

  ; 

multiplication 

  : unaryOperator (('*' | '/' | 'mod') unaryOperator)* 

  ;   

addition 

  : multiplication (('+' | '-') multiplication)* 

  ; 

relationOperator 

  : addition (('=' | '/=' | '<' | '<=' | '>=' | '>') addition)* 

  ;   

expression 

  : relationOperator (('and' | 'or') relationOperator)* 

  ;   

// Lexer 

MULTILINE_COMMENT :'/*' .* '*/' {$channel = HIDDEN;} ; 

fragmentLETTER : ('a'..'z' | 'A'..'Z') ; 

fragmentDIGIT :'0'..'9'; 

INT :DIGIT+ ; 

IDENT :LETTER (LETTER | DIGIT)*; 

WS : (' ' | '\t' | '\n' | '\r' | '\f')+ {$channel = HIDDEN;}; 

COMMENT :'//' .* ('\n'|'\r') {$channel = HIDDEN;}; 
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Figure 4.2: AST of a Simple variable definition and initialization by the above grammar rules 

 

4.2 Template Engines  

4.2.1 String Templates 

The StringTemplates is a Java based template engine, it is different from other template 
engines as it strictly follows the MVC pattern [12]. The StringTemplate is used for generating 
multiple outputs like multi skins websites, web pages or any kind of formatted output which 
needs to be generated by user [13]. It is also supported by the ANTLR parser generator for 
generating flexible and targeted code [8]. Some independent implementations of the 
StringTemplates are available in different languages like C#, C++ and Python. Moreover, it 
comes as a library and it does not have any restriction and dependency to use when embed 
in other applications. However when used with ANTLR, it has some dependencies like 
platform libraries (e.g. JDK 1.2 or higher). The StringTemplate can be used in a code by 
defining a template and it can also be included via a file. A group of templates can be used 
by including a template file in which user can define all the templates that will be used by an 
application. The StringTemplate example is given below. 

 

import org.antlr.stringtemplate.*; 

import org.antlr.stringtemplate.language.*; 

public classStringTemplate_test {  

public static void main(String[] args) { 

StringTemplate welcome = new StringTemplate("Welcome to the $name$ 

jungle", DefaultTemplateLexer.class); 

welcome.setAttribute("name", "Amazon"); 

System.out.println(welcome.toString()); 

StringTemplate animals = newStringTemplate("In this jungle you can 

find many animals like $animal; separator=\", \"$."); 

animals.setAttribute("animal", "Lions"); 

animals.setAttribute("animal", "Tigers"); 

animals.setAttribute("animal", "Monkeys"); 
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animals.setAttribute("animal", "and foxes");   

System.out.println(animals.toString()); 

} 

} 

We can also use a string array for animals template like 

 

String [] animal = {"Lions", "Tigers", "Monkeys", "and fox"}; 

animals.setAttribute("animal", animal); 

Output:  

Welcome to the Amazon jungle 

In this jungle you can find many animals like Lions, Tigers, Monkeys, 

and foxes. 

4.2.2 Google Ctemplates 

The goal of template languages is to separately specify output formatting from the 
executable logic of the application and make decisions regarding the appearance of an 
output [14]. The GoogleCtemplate is a library that implements template language for C++. It 
has separate logic and presentation layer, it comes under the BSD license and it is freely 
available [15]. 

The Templates and Data dictionaries are two main parts of the Google Template System. The 
templates are written in a text file that includes the specification of output formats such as a 
template language. The data dictionary specifies the mapping information which needs to be 
embedded in the template for the data that needs to be formatted. 

4.3 Tool Selection 

We selected tools based on our requirements. The most important tool to develop a 
translator is a parser generator that can also provide grammar recognition support. We have 
used ANTLR to build prototype translator. It is an open source Java based tool that is 
supported by the Eclipse IDE [7]. The Modelica parser has also been built using the ANTLR 
tool. Technical support for ANTLR is extensively available on different internet forums. 
Following are some technical reasons for selecting ANTLR for writing the ModL grammar as 
well as for AST generation: 

 ANTLR provides an opportunity for LL(k) i.e. recursive-descent parsing and LL* 
(backtrack) parsing. 

 It is quite simple to generate an AST from an ANTLR defined grammar by defining it 
in the options of the grammar. 

 Generated parser and lexer code is more readable and understandable as compared 
to other parsing tools like YACC. 

 ANTLR code generation process supports StringTemplate which is simple and 
provides reusability. 
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Chapter 5 

Implementation 

5.1 Methodology 

We initially started with a preliminary literature study on the subject such as compiler 
construction, parser generation, programming language, grammar construction and 
translation etc. We studied research papers and other available documents to understand 
what and how the work has been done previously. Moreover, we proceeded in our pre-
study phase in accordance with the initial requirements provided by the FrontWay AB. Later 
we started learning the fundamentals of the concerned languages i.e. Modelica and ModL. 
The Modelica course lectures offered by PELAB at Linköping University under the supervision 
of Prof. Peter Fritzson were very helpful in understanding the fundamentals of the Modelica. 
Before starting the implementation we researched the available tools like ANTLR etc. that 
could be helpful for us during the implementation phase.  

We used the ‘iterative prototyping’ approach for the implementation of the required 
software. Moreover, testing, verification and documentation were done in parallel with the 
implementation. 

5.2 ExtendSim Limitations 

During the analysis and implementation phases we found that the ExtendSim hides 
important information which is required for building a translator. Thus, translating the 
PaperFront code to the Modelica code was more complex than implementing a simple 
parser and translator. This is due to the fact that ExtendSim saves models in a binary format 
e.g. (.mox) files. However, the library (.lix) files are available in text format which is mixed 
with readable programming logic code for blocks and hidden GUI information in the binary 
code. First we need to extract the required code from the ExtendSim library. Then the 
operations need to be performed on the extracted code to generate its equivalent code in 
Modelica. We encountered the following problems while translating ExtendSim files: 

1) The ExtendSim Models are saved in the binary format. 
2) Data for ExtendSim GUI items like dialog boxes, check boxes are saved in the library 

file in a binary format. See Figure 5.2 and 5.5. 
3) The information about the connections between the blocks is hidden in the binary 

format. 
4) The library files contains the readable code but mixed with the binary code of GUI. 

See Figure 5.5. 
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Figure 5.1: ExtendSim Library (.lix) file opened in ExtendSim editor 

 

5.2.1 More on Hidden GUI Information 

 The information from the text boxes, dialog boxes, or other GUI components in the 
ExtendSim is not available in the library (lix) files. These components get their initial 
values from the GUI which is set manually by the user. In addition, these values are 
used in the code for different operations and manipulations of variables. We were 
not able to get these initial values because the GUI hides its information in the 
binary format. However, we came up with a solution that if we initialize these values 
in the code during the development of the ExtendSim blocks in library files, then we 
can retrieve these initial values. For the testing purposes we made a library of some 
blocks and we initialized the values of text boxes in the code.   
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Figure 5.2: GUI and textboxes images 

 
 

 Another problem was that the ModL language is using a postfix “In” and “Out” with 
identifiers for the connectors. These connectors can only be made through the GUI. 
The connectors are used in the code as normal variables but the user sets the 
connectors from GUI editor and names them with Postfix “In” for input connectors 
or “Out” for output connectors to handle the flow of data between the blocks. See 
Figure 5.3.  
 
The default connector is always an input connector with postfix “In”. If the user 
wants an output connector then he/she needs to change the postfix to “Out”. The 
connectors can be connected to other blocks in the model by just dragging a line 
from one output connector to an input connector. Due to the fact that the model 
files are in the binary format; we are unable to get the information of block 
connections.  
 
In the parser of ModL, the connectors are treated as variables. ModL is using a 
postfix “In” and “Out” with identifiers for connectors. To identify and translate them 
as connectors in Modelica code, we used predicates and rewrite rules in the ModL 
grammar.  
 

 Another problem was to change the location of the variable definitions and other 
statements which cannot be placed in an equation or algorithm clause in Modelica. 
Due to the reason that the Modelica does not allow declaring and initializing the 
variable values in equation and/or algorithm clauses. 
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Figure 5.3: Connector of ExtendSim 

 

5. 3 Proposed Solutions 

The direct conversion of ExtendSim model to Modelica model was not possible due to the 
fact that the ExtendSim saves its models in the binary format. However, during our analysis 
we found out that the library file has readable code which is written in the ModL language. 
This code can be translated to equivalent Modelica code. This code may contain code for 
more than one block and each block contains many functions and events. We converted the 
custom library files of the ExtendSim to equivalent code in Modelica, and then each block is 
converted as a package in Modelica. Furthermore, the functions and events of the 
ExtendSim are converted to blocks in Modelica. The detail about mapping between 
ExtendSim and Modelica is described in Section 5.7. 

For GUI input values, we suggested to initialize the variables in the initsim event of the 
ExtendSim block such that information can be accessible from the readable code. The GUI 
variable name shall start with the “txt” keyword. Thus the parser can identify it as a GUI 
variable and automatically defined its type as “Real”. In addition, as the information about 
block connectors is also hidden, we suggested translating the ExtendSim blocks 
automatically and then making connections for the converted blocks manually.  

Figure 5.4 shows the steps that are needed to be followed for the development of 
comprehensive ExtendSim to Modelica translation. The developed prototype translator 
provides implemented solutions for all steps that are required to build foundations for 
transformation platform i.e. step 1 to 5. It covers all the phases from ExtendSim data 
extraction (translator input) to the development of the mapping mechanism between the 
two languages. 

A significant area of research that needs to be addressed in future is mapping of the 
ExtendSim functions which differ in terms of function names and parameters with Modelica. 
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For example, the ModL function of creating dynamic arrays i.e. Makearray(array, integer 
i). This function cannot be directly translated to equivalent function of the Modelica 
because Modelica does not support the creation of dynamic arrays. There are many other 
functions that need to be analyzed and tested before mapping them directly. The list of 
some of the functions is provided in section 7.2. 

 

Figure 5.4: Implementation steps 

5.4 ExtendSim Code Extraction 

In order to translate ExtendSim code into Modelica code, it was necessary to extract the 
required piece of code from the ExtendSim custom library files. As ExtendSim library file 
contain many unwanted binary characters for storing GUI information of the blocks, 
therefore the initial task of the translator is to automatically extract readable code from the 
library file. Secondly, ExtendSim allows saving multiple blocks in a single library file and it is 
not possible to distinguish the code of a particular block from the other blocks. Furthermore, 
due to the fact that the ExtendSim hides name of a block in the binary format, thus was 
necessary to design a mechanism to extract code for each block separately. 

To solve unwanted binary issues in the library file, the prototype translator performs the 
following operation on the input library (.lix) files: 

1. Removing all unwanted binary information from the ExtendSim library file. 
2. To separate multiple blocks from a single library file, the prototype translator reads 

from the “Start” specifier as (//Start) to an End specifier as (//End). 
3. Each block is saved in a separate text file after extracting from a library file.  

 
Note: The mechanism for separating the code of multiple blocks from a library file 
requires user to manually write the “Start” and “End” specifiers in the library file. It 
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is recommended to insert specifiers while working on ExtendSim editor at top and 
the bottom of the block code, as shown in Figure 5.5  The Specifiers indicates that a 
piece of code in between “Start” and “End” belongs to a particular block. The 
translator can automatically perform steps discussed in the Section 5.4. Figure 5.5 
also shows the process of removing unwanted binary information. 
 
 

 
Figure 5.5: A library file containing the block code and the unwanted binary code as 

well as a Start and an End specifier to identify a particular block. 
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5.5 ModL Grammar 

The grammar of ModL language is needed to read the extracted code and to generate an 
AST of the code. As discussed in the earlier sections, we selected ANTLR tool for generation 
of a parser. The code for ModL grammar is available in Appendix B. The combined grammar 
is developed (Lexer rules and Parser rules in one file) using the ANTLR tool for the ModL 
language which includes the following rules.  
 
Identifier: In the ModL grammar identifier’s “Rule” is used to identify variables name and 
different methods, events and procedure’s names. For example a variable name must start 
with a letter and ends with a letter or a number.   
 
Data Types: Rules for data types are defined in the ModL grammar to identify types of data 
such as float, real, integer etc. 
  
Statements: This rule includes other rules, like the “if” and “for” statements, function calls 
etc.  
 
Expressions: The rule includes Mathematical and logical operations such as division, 
multiplication, logical OR and logical AND etc. 
 
Procedures: ModL have procedures starting with keyword procedure. For procedures, we 
defined a rule by identifying the keyword “procedure”. 
 
Methods: The rule for ModL methods is similar to procedures. The only difference is that it 
has a return value.  
 
Events: ModL has some events with a keyword “on” which are called during the simulation 
at different events, such as “on initsim” which initialize the values of variables when the 
simulation starts, and “on simulate” called on every timestamp of simulation.  
 
Comments: The definition of rule for managing comments in the ModL code, such as ‘//’ 
and ‘**’. 
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A subset of a Grammar written for the ModL language in the ANTLR Tool is given below. For 
more details about the ModL grammar, see Appendix B.  
 
compilationUnit 

    :   (  builtmethodDeclaration | procedureDeclaration | 

methodDeclaration | varDeclaration 

        )+ 

    ; 

 

// START: builtin method 

builtmethodDeclaration 

    :  'on' ID block 

        ->^(BUILT_METHOD_DECL ID block) 

    ; 

// END: builtin method 

 

// START: method 

methodDeclaration 

    :   type ID '(' formalParameters? ')' block 

        ->^(METHOD_DECL type ID formalParameters? block) 

    ; 

// END: method 

 

// START: procedure 

procedureDeclaration 

    :   'procedure' ID '(' formalParameters? ')' block 

        ->^(PROCEDURE_DECL ID formalParameters? block) 

    ; 

// END: procedure 

 

formalParameters 

    :   parameter (',' parameter)* -> parameter+ 

    ; 

 

parameter 

    :   type ID      -> ^(ARG_DECL type ID) 

    |   type ID '[]' -> ^(ARG_DECL ^('*' type) ID) 

    |   type '*' ID  -> ^(ARG_DECL ^('*' type) ID) 

    ; 

 

// Lexer rules 
fragment LETTER : ('a'..'z' | 'A'..'Z') ; 

fragment DIGIT : '0'..'9'; 

INT : DIGIT+ ; 

ID : LETTER (LETTER | DIGIT)*; 

WS : (' ' | '\t' | '\n' | '\r' | '\f')+ {$channel = HIDDEN;}; 

COMMENT : '//' .* ('\n'|'\r') {$channel = HIDDEN;}; 

5.6 AST Generation 

The phase of the AST generation come after parsing the code according to the rules defined 
in the grammar. The generated AST is then used for tree grammar as an input and the tree 
grammar walks the tree and generates the output according to the user defined rules and 
templates. However, due to the complexity of the Modelica standard syntax, we needed an 
intermediate code which is then parsed to the Modelica standard syntax. The Modelica AST 
is generated in two steps. In the first step, tree grammar is written for walking the ModL AST 
which generates intermediary refined code similar to the Modelica code except some of the 
structure differences that are difficult to map at the first step. For example, the variable 
definition and initialization is not allowed to be mapped in an equation clause in Modelica. 
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In the second step the final Modelica AST is generated and which uses the Stringtemplate to 
generate Modelica code.  

Examples tree for a simple block  
 

integer foo(int y) { 

  //integer i; 

if (i > 3.1)  

{  

 x = 3; 

} 

else 

{ 

//integer x; 

x =2; 

} 

} 

on simulate 

{ 

conOut = txtNumber; 

foo(2,4); 

} 

 

Generated Tree Of ModL 

 

Tree: (EVENT_DECL simulate (= conOut (EXPR txtNumber)) (EXPR (CALL foo 

(ELIST 2 4)))) (METHOD_DECL integer foo (ARG_DECL int y) (if (EXPR (> i 

3.1)) (BLOCK (= x 3)) (BLOCK (= x 2)) (BLOCK (= x 2)))) 

 

 

Generated Tree for Modelica 

 

Tree: (PACKAGE packageabc (Connector_Stat conOut1 txtNumber) (EXPR (CALL 

foo (ELIST 2 4))) (MOD_BLOCK_DECL foo (VAR_DECL input int y ( start = 0 

)) (VAR_DECL output Integer outpt) (if (EXPR (> i 3.1)) (= x (EXPR 3)) 

(= x (EXPR 2)))) end abc ;) 

 

5.7 Mapping ExtendSim to Modelica 

The syntax of the ModL is C like, which is a sequential language whereas Modelica is an 
object oriented language. The direct mapping between ModL functions and Modelica 
functions is not possible, as the functions in ModL also uses connectors in the code and 
Modelica does not allow connectors in the functions. In order to map connectors, we need a 
class of Modelica which allow the use of connectors.  
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 Figure 5.6: ExtendSim model mapping methodology  

A single custom block of the ExtendSim contains different functions and events. We have 
studied the structure of the ExtendSim blocks and come to a conclusion that we can 
translate each function of an ExtendSim block into a “Block” of Modelica.  Due to the fact 
that the function in ExtendSim block may contain connectors, while Modelica functions does 
not allow connectors. Furthermore, combine all events of ExtendSim block in a single Block 
of Modelica. Final step is to include all blocks in one Modelica package so that the user can 
easily use the generated Modelica blocks by a simple drag and drop facility in any Modelica 
GUI tool like OMEdit or Dymola.  The mapping methodology which we have implemented for 
ModL to Modelica translation is given below in Figure 5.7. The functions and procedures of 
ModL can also include connections whereas in Modelica, connections are the part of an 
equation clause. In addition, Modelica functions cannot have any equation clause therefore 
we mapped functions and procedures of the ModL language to blocks in Modelica. 

 

ModL Modelica 
Blocks Package 
Functions Blocks 
Procedures Blocks 
All Events of block To one model 
Basic Mathematical operation Same  
Function Call Block instance 

  

Figure 5.7: ExtendSim model mapping methodology  

 
ExtendSim Block 

 
Events of ExtendSim 

Functions which 
also include 
Connection calls 

 
Reporting and 

Tracing 
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5.8 List of Mapped ModL Functions 

The ModL is a comprehensive language which contains more than 1000 built-in functions. 
For testing the generated code in the Modelica we selected and mapped some of the basic 
functions which are similar in names and parameters. Furthermore, we tested the results of 
the functions in both platforms. Following table contains the list of functions that are 
supported by the prototype translator. 

 
ExtendSim Modelica  

Exp(x) exp(x) 

Ceil(x) ceil(x) 

Floor(x) floor(x) 

Sqrt(x)  sqrt(x) 

Realmod(x,y)  mod(x,y) 

Sin(x) sin(x) 

Cos(x) cos(x) 

Tan(x) tan(x) 

Asin(x) asin(x) 

Acos(x) acos(x) 

Atan(x) atan(x) 

Atan2(x,y) atan2(x,y) 

Sinh(x) sinh(x) 

Cosh(x) cosh(x) 

Tanh(x) tanh(x) 

Log(x) log(x) 

Log10(x) log10(x) 

 

5.9 List of Constructs supported by the Translator 

Below list shows the language constructs supported by the prototype translator. 

 if - else 

 While loop 

 For loop 

 Switch-Case 

 Logical Operators (&&,||) 

 Unary Plus/Minus 

 Mathematical operators (+,-,/,*) 

 Relational Operators (<,<=,> etc) 

 Equity operators (!=,==) 
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 Postfix operators (++,--) 

 Functions, procedures and events 

 Data Types (integer, real, void etc) 

 Statements 

 Commenting (//, **) 

 Variable and array Declarations 

 

5.10 Translator demo 

Following is the example of the ExtendSim code which used different ModL language 
constructs and mathematical functions. A prototype translator generates equivalent 
Modelica code shown below and the output from both platforms is given below.  
 

ExtendSim Code 
 
//START 

// Declare constants and static variables here. 

real x; 

real y; 

real z; 

// This message occurs for each step in the simulation. 

on simulate 

{ 

if (currenttime<50) 

   { 

y = cos(currenttime); 

   } 

else  

{ 

y = sin(currenttime); 

} 

 

integer i; 

for (i=0;i<5;i++) 

{ 

x = y+i; 

} 

z= exp(0.9); 

 

Con1Out = x; 

Con2Out = y; 

Con3Out = z;  

} 

// If the dialog data is inconsistent for simulation, abort. 

on checkdata{} 

// Initialize any simulation variables. 

on initsim 

{ 

x=0; 

y=0; 

z=0; 

} 

//END 

 
Modelica Code 
 

model x  
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annotation (Icon(graphics={Rectangle( 

extent={{-100,100},{100,-100}}, 
lineColor={0,0,0}, 

fillColor={0,128,255}, 

fillPattern=FillPattern.Solid), Text( 
extent={{-100,100},{100,-100}}, 

lineColor={0,0,0}, 

fillColor={0,128,255}, 
fillPattern=FillPattern.Solid, 

textString= 

"")}));Real x (start = 0); 
Real y (start = 0); 

Real z (start = 0); 

// Integer i =0; 
parameter Integer n =5; 

algorithm 

if (time < 50) then 

y := cos(time); 
else  

y := sin(time); 

//connect (Con1Out1, y); 
end if; 

for i in 0:n-1 loop  

x := (y + i); 
end for;  

z := exp(0.9); 

end x; 

ExtendSim output      Modelica output 

 

time X y Z 

0 5 1 2.459603 

1 4.540302 0.540302 2.459603 

2 3.583853 -0.41615 2.459603 

3 3.010008 -0.98999 2.459603 

4 3.346356 -0.65364 2.459603 

5 4.283662 0.283662 2.459603 

6 4.96017 0.96017 2.459603 

7 4.753902 0.753902 2.459603 

8 3.8545 -0.1455 2.459603 

9 3.08887 -0.91113 2.459603 

10 3.160928 -0.83907 2.459603 
 

  Figure 5.8: Output in comparison  
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Chapter 6  

Conclusion 

This chapter covers how the requirements of this thesis were achieved. The major 
requirement was to investigate how ExtendSim PaperFront library of Frontway AB can be 
semi-automatically translated to Modelica. Furthermore, a prototype translator was 
developed as part of the thesis work. 

For mapping between the two different platforms, converting to appropriate language 
constructs was an important task. Moreover, a mapping mechanism was necessary such that 
sequential code of the ModL language could be converted to the object oriented design of 
Modelica. 

The ExtendSim tool hides part of the model information in a model file in the binary format. 
Such that the information about the blocks that are used in the model and the way they are 
connected with each other is unavailable. Thus we cannot get the complete information 
about the ExtendSim model. On the other hand, the library files contain the readable code 
of the ExtendSim blocks but it is mixed with the GUI information in the binary format. 
Furthermore, each library file can store multiple blocks. The prototype translator can 
automatically extract the code of ExtendSim blocks and then translate code in each block 
into equivalent code of Modelica.  

To automate the proposed translating methodology, it was required to write the ModL 
language grammar. The grammar is used to validate the syntax of ModL and afterwards 
convert code into desired AST. To meet above requirements at first, a combined grammar 
which includes both lexer and parser rules was written in the ANTLR tool. Using the ANTLR 
tool we generated a lexer that takes the ModL code as an input stream and converts it in a 
tokens stream. Likewise, the parser program takes these token streams as an input and 
generates an AST according to the parser grammar rules. ANTLR tool gives an option to a 
developer to generate either AST or generate code as defined by templates. In our case, we 
have used the parser program to generate an AST and tree walker walks through the AST 
and generate intermediate code (similar to Modelica) according to defined templates.  

After generating AST from the ModL code, it was required to walk the tree and generate an 
equivalent Modelica AST from which Modelica code can be generated. A group of template 
was defined by using StringTemplates that is used to generate final Modelica code. In the 
end, annotation script was also added to the code such that the model can be viewed 
graphically in Modelica graphical editors like OMEdit. 
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Chapter 7   

Future Work 

7.1 Mapping ExtendSim built-in library into Modelica 

The ExtendSim tool contain wide range of build-in blocks that comes with the ExtendSim 
Library e.g. “Item library”, which contains variety of useful blocks for performing discrete 
event processing, calculation like Queue, Resource Pool etc. (The details of ExtendSim 
Library is listed in section 3.4.2) It is very useful work if ExtendSim build-in blocks containing 
its complete functionalities can be translated into Modelica. The most challenging task in 
converting ExtendSim Build-in blocks is that it includes GUI information in binary format. The 
equivalent functionality for each built in block needs to be design in Modelica platform such 
that translator can easily replace ExtendSim build-in blocks into Modelica custom blocks. 
 

7.2 Mapping between built in functions of ModL to Modelica 

To completely automate the translation process, research needs to be done to map 
remaining ModL built-in functions to Modelica functions. There are two areas of research in 
this regard. First, identify and map ModL functions to equivalent functions in Modelica. 
Secondly, some of the functions of ModL language cannot be mapped directly to the 
Modelica platform. Some of these functions and description are given in below table [18]. 

 

Functions Description  

Makearray() Used to allocate the size of missing dimension of dynamic array 
in ModL. 

GetDimension() To get the size of the missing dimensions of dynamic array in 
ModL. 

DExponential(real rate) For getting the Interval between events. The rate is expected 
(mean) number of events per period. 

DPoisson(real rate) The no. of time an event occurs within a specified period of time.  

IntegrateEuler(real array[], 
real inputValue, real 
deltaTime) 

Used for Euler integration. The real array need to be initialized 
with integrateinit function (given below) 

Integrateinit(real array[], real 
initConditions) 

The real array is used to initialize integraton array and 
initConditions defines the starting value for integration. 

SeedListRegister(real 
blockNumber, integer)      

Return a list of seed values in the ramdom number generators 

RandomSet Seed(integer ) 

 

Used to sets the seed value/ saved the random number 
generator state. 

RandomGetModelSeedUsed() Return the actual seed value for a model. 
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GetConnectorType(integer 
blockNumber, integercon) 

Used to get the type of connector connected to the connector. 

 13 value connector 

 14 discrete connector 

 15 universal connector 

 16 diamond connector 

 25 flow connector 

GetConName(integer block, 
integer conn) 

Used to get the name of the connector. 

GetConBlocks(integer block, 
integer conn, integer 
intArray[][]) 

Used to get the no. of blocks connector to a connector. 

Note: The descriptions of functions are taken from ExtendSim Developer Reference; the 
above list does not contain functions for matrices, I/O manipulations, internet and database 
handling, for more details see ExtendSim Developer’s Reference: page 214 - 320 [18].   

7.3 Remaining Language constructs  

Due to time limitation some of the language constructs such as tracing have not been 
supported by the current version of the prototype translator. The translation process can be 
enhanced by adding rules for remaining constructs in the ModL grammar. Furthermore, it is 
also needed to define rules in the tree grammar for walking the generated AST.  
 

 

7.4 Database Support 

An important functionality provided by the ExtendSim tool is that it can store modeling input 
and output values into a database. Furthermore a block can directly connect to get and set 
values from a database to run a simulation. In future, it is possible to provide similar 
functionality in Modelica. 
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Appendix A 
 

1. User Guide 

To be able to use the translator you need JVM on your machine. Also the ANTLR library 3.0 
or higher should be included in external jar files. 

To start the application run NewMain.java from your eclipse. 

Before selecting the library file of ExtendSim for translation, make sure that you entered the 
start and end specifier as mentioned in the Chapter 5, this activity is recommended to be 
performed while coding in ExtendSim code editor. 

To translate ExtendSim code, run translator application, a dialog-box (as shown in the below 
Figure 1, will appear). Browse your ExtendSim library file. 

 

Figure1: Browsing the desire library file and Generate Modelica code 

After selecting the desire file, now click the “Generate” button to generate Modelica file.  

Generated Files: 

The translator generates text file for every block from the lix file. The text files are used as a 
input for the parser and it generated *.mo files for every block, which is extension of 
Modelica. 
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Copy and paste Modelica code in any editor (OMEdit), and rest of the part for connecting 
blocks of the model is required to be done manually.  

Note: In Modelica number of equations should be equal to number of variables.  
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2. Example of Connectors 

The following example includes a simple model using two blocks in ExtendSim; the blocks 
are connected to each other using connectors. The block of ExtendSim is converted using the 
translator to package in Modelica. However, as discussed in the chapter 5, we need to add 
the connector(s) manually in the Modelica for each block. Following model contain three 
blocks, two custom created blocks “operation “and “block1” model results are   block is 
displayed h 

ExtendSim Model: 

 

Operation Block Code: 
 

//Start 

real x; 

real y; 

real z; 

 

// This message occurs for each step in the simulation. 

on simulate 

{ 

if (currenttime<50) 

{ 

y = cos(currenttime); 

} 

else 

{ 

y = sin(currenttime); 

} 

integer i; 

for (i=0;i<5;i++) 

{ 

x = y+i; 

} 

z= exp(0.9); 

 

Con1Out = x; 

Con2Out = y; 

Con3Out = z; 

} 

// If the dialog data is inconsistent for simulation, abort. 

on checkdata{} 

// Initialize any simulation variables. 

on initsim 

{ 

} 

//End 

MyBlock1 Code: 
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//Start 

 

real a[4]; 

real b; 

integer i; 

real y; 

real z; 

// This message occurs for each step in the simulation. 

on simulate 

{ 

for (i=0;i<4;i++) 

{ 

a[i] = i; 

} 

 

b = Con1In; 

y = Con2In; 

z = Con3In; 

b = b + sin(2*currenttime) ; 

Con1Out = b;  

} 

 

// If the dialog data is inconsistent for simulation, abort. 

on checkdata 

{ 

 

} 

 

// Initialize any simulation variables. 

on initsim 

{ 

 

} 

 

//End 

Generated Code for Operation Block by Translator:  
 

package abc 

model x 

annotation(Icon(graphics = {Rectangle(extent = {{-100,100},{100,-100}}, 

lineColor = {0,0,0}, fillColor = {0,128,255}, fillPattern = 

FillPattern.Solid),Text(extent = {{-100,100},{100,-100}}, lineColor = 

{0,0,0}, fillColor = {0,128,255}, fillPattern = FillPattern.Solid, 

textString = "")})); 

Real x(start = 0); 

Real y(start = 0); 

Real z(start = 0); 

 

algorithm 

if time < 50 then  

y:=cos(time); 

else y:=sin(time); 

end if; 

for i in 0:4 loop 

x:=y + i; 

end for; 

z:=exp(0.9); 

end x; 

end abc; 
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Now we need to add connectors for the operation block manually. As the operation block 
has only output connectors, we need to add a connector class in the operation package 
converted by the translator.  

connector RealOutput = output Real;  

Now we need to make three objects of the RealOutput class, as the operation block have 
three output connectors.  
RealOutput Pout1; 

RealOutput Pout2; 

RealOutput Pout3; 

Finally we need to assign them the values to the connectors 
Pout1:=x; 

Pout2:=y; 

Pout3:=z; 

 

The Final code of Operation block will look like:  
package operation // Change the name of package 

connector RealOutput = output Real;  
model x 

annotation(Icon(graphics = {Rectangle(extent = {{-100,100},{100,-100}}, 

lineColor = {0,0,0}, fillColor = {0,128,255}, fillPattern = 

FillPattern.Solid),Text(extent = {{-100,100},{100,-100}}, lineColor = 

{0,0,0}, fillColor = {0,128,255}, fillPattern = FillPattern.Solid, 

textString = "")})); 

Real x(start = 0); 

Real y(start = 0); 

Real z(start = 0); 

RealOutput Pout1; 

RealOutput Pout2; 

RealOutput Pout3; 

 

algorithm 

if time < 50 then  

y:=cos(time); 

else y:=sin(time); 

end if; 

for i in 0:4 loop 

x:=y + i; 

end for; 

z:=exp(0.9); 

Pout1:=x; 

Pout2:=y; 

Pout3:=z; 

 

end x; 

end operation; 

 

The same mechanism will be applied for the Myblock code. The final code for the block will 
look like: 
package block1 

connector RealInput = input Real; 

connector RealOutput = output Real; 

model x 
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annotation(Icon(graphics = {Rectangle(rotation = 0, lineColor = {0,0,0}, 

fillColor = {0,128,255}, pattern = LinePattern.Solid, fillPattern = 

FillPattern.Solid, lineThickness = 0.25, extent = {{-100,100},{100,-

100}}),Text(rotation = 0, lineColor = {0,0,0}, fillColor = {0,128,255}, 

pattern = LinePattern.Solid, fillPattern = FillPattern.Solid, 

lineThickness = 0.25, extent = {{-100,100},{100,-100}}, textString = 

"")})); 

Real[4] a; 

Real b(start = 0); 

Real y(start = 0); 

Real z(start = 0); 

RealInput Pin1; 

RealInput Pin2; 

RealInput Pin3; 

RealOutput Pout1; 

algorithm 

for i in 0:4 loop 

a[i]:=i; 

end for; 

b:=Pin1; 

y:=Pin2; 

z:=Pin3; 

b:=b + sin(2 * time); 

Pout1:=b; 

end x; 

end block1; 

The code model after connecting these blocks using OMEdit will look like:  
model model1 

block1.x x2 annotation(Placement(visible = true, transformation(origin = 

{-73.2584,57.5281}, extent = {{-12,-12},{12,12}}, rotation = 0))); 

operation.x x1 annotation(Placement(visible = true, 

transformation(origin = {0.898876,53.9326}, extent = {{-12,-

12},{12,12}}, rotation = 0))); 

equation 

connect(x2.Pin1,x1.Pout1);   

connect(x2.Pin2,x1.Pout2); 

connect(x2.Pin3,x1.Pout3); 

end model1;
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3. Configuring ANTLR in Eclipse IDE 3.6+ 
 
Download Eclipse IDE classic version 3.6 or Higher from http://www.eclipse.org 
Download antlr v3 from http://www.antlr.org/download.html  and put it in the  
antlr-versionnumber/lib folder. E.g. for version 3.4 and in windows C:/antlr-3.2/lib 

Start Eclipse IDE and go to Help Install new software and then select helios or Galileo 
according to the downloaded version.  

 

 

 

Now uncheck group items by category 

Write in the text box GEF and select Graphical Editing Framework GEF 3.6.0+, then delete 
the text from text box and write again Zest and select Graphical Editing Framework Zest 
Visualization Toolkit 1.2+, and now write Dynamic Languages and select Dynamic Languages 
Toolkit - Core Frameworks Version: 2.0.0 from the selections and empty the text box and 
press next. Now you will see the three of them ready to install. Check on term of use and 
click next to install. After completing the installation you will be ask to restart the IDE. 
Restart it and go again Help  Install new software and click on add button.  

http://www.eclipse.org/
http://www.antlr.org/download.html
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There will pop up window, write ANTLR in the name and copy this link location in the 
Location http://antlrv3ide.sourceforge.net/updates and press ok (3.2-3.5 of eclipse versions 
http://antlrv3ide.sourceforge.net/updates/2.0.2/ ), and do the same steps as done for other 
plug-in. After starting of installation you will see an alert message that you want to install it 
without license, press ok. Now restart the IDE.   

The dependent plug-ins are now installed, now go to  Window  Preference and select the 
ANTLR  and add the location of ANTLR jar file, in our case that is C:/antlr-3.2/lib 

 

 

http://antlrv3ide.sourceforge.net/updates
http://antlrv3ide.sourceforge.net/updates/2.0.2
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Press, apply and then ok.  

Now we are ready to use ANTLR in our projects.  

Create new java project. And then right click on the project  properties and add external 
jar file which we have downloaded in the beginning that is antlr-3.2.jar from the location 
C:/antlr-3.2/lib. 

 

 

 Now right click on the default package or create a new package and then right click on the 
package and select new  other Antlr combined grammar.  

 

Now again right click on the project and convert it to ANTLR project. 
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Now you can have fun with ANTLR using Eclipse IDE 
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Appendix B 

Code for Combined Grammar of ModL language 
 
 
grammar Extend2; 

 

options { 

  language = Java; 

  output = AST; // Output is mentioned here as AST 

} 

tokens { 

   

  METHOD_DECL; // function definition 

  BUILT_METHOD_DECL; // BUILIN function definition 

  EVENT_DECL; // BUILIN function definition 

  EVENT_DECL_Init; // BUILIN function definition 

  ARG_DECL;    // parameter 

  BLOCK; 

  PROCEDURE_DECL; 

  VAR_DECL; 

  FIELD_DECL; 

  CALL; 

  ELIST;       // expression list 

  EXPR;        // root of an expression 

  UNARY_MINUS; 

  UNARY_NOT; 

  UNARY_PLUS_PLUS; 

  UNARY_MINUS_MINUS; 

  ASSIGN='='; 

  ADDR;        // addr of 

  DEREF;           // *p dereference pointer 

  ADD='+'; 

  MEMBER='.'; 

  ForLoop; 

  CONNECTOR; 

  WHILE_LOOP; 

  DO_WHILE_LOOP; 

  SWITCH_CASE; 

  CASE; 

} 

 

/*program 

 

    :  'package' ID (  eventDeclaration2 | eventDeclaration | 

procedureDeclaration | methodDeclaration | variableDeclaration)+   

     ->  'package' ID variableDeclaration* eventDeclaration2* 

eventDeclaration* procedureDeclaration* methodDeclaration*  

         

    ;*/ 

program 

 

    :  (  eventDeclaration2 | eventDeclaration | procedureDeclaration | 

methodDeclaration | variableDeclaration)+  EOF 

     ->  variableDeclaration* eventDeclaration2* eventDeclaration* 

procedureDeclaration* methodDeclaration* 

         

    ; 
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/*  Package  

*   This rule can be used if the user wants to define the name of the 

block in Extend 

*/ 

packageDeclaration 

  : 'package' ID 

  ; 

   

// End Package 

 

// START: Events of Extend, One can add events here 

eventDeclaration2 

    :  'on' 'initsim' '{'  (variableDeclaration | statement)* '}' 

        -> ^(EVENT_DECL ID variableDeclaration* statement*) 

    ; 

eventDeclaration 

    :  'on' ID '{'  (variableDeclaration | statement)* '}' 

        -> ^(EVENT_DECL ID variableDeclaration* statement*) 

    ; 

     

 

// END: Events 

     

// START: method 

methodDeclaration 

    :   type ID '(' formalParameters? ')' '{'  (variableDeclaration | 

statement)* '}' 

        -> ^(METHOD_DECL type ID formalParameters? variableDeclaration* 

statement*) 

    ; 

// END: method 

 

// START: procedure 

procedureDeclaration 

    :   'procedure' ID '(' formalParameters? ')' '{'  

(variableDeclaration | statement)* '}' 

        -> ^(PROCEDURE_DECL ID formalParameters? variableDeclaration* 

statement*) 

    ; 

// END: procedure 

 

formalParameters 

    :   parameter (',' parameter)* -> parameter+ 

    ; 

     

parameter 

    :   type ID      -> ^(ARG_DECL type ID) 

    |   type ID '[]' -> ^(ARG_DECL ^('*' type) ID) 

    |   type '*' ID  -> ^(ARG_DECL ^('*' type) ID) 

    ; 

 

type:   dataType 

    |   ID 

    ; 

 

dataType 

    :   'real' 

    |   'integer' 

    |   'char' 

    |   'boolean' 

    |   'void' 

    ; 
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// START: block 

block 

    :    

    '{'  

    (variableDeclaration | statement)* 

     '}' -> ^(BLOCK variableDeclaration* statement*) 

    ; 

// END: block 

  

// START: variable declaration and Arrays 

variableDeclaration 

    :   type ID ('=' expression)? ';'  

                            -> ^(VAR_DECL type ID expression? )  

                                                     

    |   type ID '[]'(a='[]')? ('=' expression)? ';' 

                             -> ^(VAR_DECL ^('[]' $a? type) ID 

expression?) 

    |   type ID '['INT']' ('['b=INT | ID']')? ('=' expression)? ';' 

                             -> ^(VAR_DECL ^('[]' '[]'? type INT $b?) ID 

expression?)                         

    |   type '*' ID ('=' expression)? ';' 

                             -> ^(VAR_DECL ^('*' type) ID expression?) 

    ; 

// END: variable 

 

variableforloop 

    :   type? ID ('=' expression) ';'  

              -> ^(VAR_DECL type? ID expression)              

    ; 

iteration_statement 

  : 'while' '(' expression ')' '{'  (variableDeclaration | statement)* 

'}' 

      -> ^(WHILE_LOOP expression variableDeclaration* statement*) 

  | 'do' '{'  (variableDeclaration | statement)* '}' 'while' '(' 

expression ')' ';' 

      -> ^(DO_WHILE_LOOP variableDeclaration* statement* 'do' 

expression) 

  |  'for' '(' variableforloop e1=expression ';' e2=expression')' '{'  

(variableDeclaration | s2=statement)* '}'  

        -> ^(ForLoop variableforloop $e1 $e2 variableDeclaration* $s2*) 

  ; 

 

labeled_statement 

  : 'case' term1 ':' (variableDeclaration | statement)* -> ^(CASE term1 

variableDeclaration* statement*) 

  //| 'default' ':' statement -> ^('default' statement) 

  ; 

labeled_statement1 

  : 'case' term1 ':' (variableDeclaration | statement)* -> ^(CASE term1 

variableDeclaration* statement*) 

  //| 'default' ':' statement -> ^('default' statement) 

  ; 

default_statement 

  : 'default' ':' (variableDeclaration | statement)* -> ^(CASE 

variableDeclaration* statement*) 

  //| 'default' ':' statement -> ^('default' statement) 

  ; 

 

statement 

options {backtrack=true;} 

    :   block     

    |  'if' '(' expression ')' block ('else' e=block)? -> ^('if' 

expression block $e?) 
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    |   'return' expression? ';' -> ^('return' expression?) 

    |   'break' expression? ';' -> ^('break' expression?) 

    |   ID '=' term1 ';' {if($ID.text.startsWith("txt")) 

   System.out.println($ID.text); 

  }   -> ^('=' ID term1) 

    |   iteration_statement 

    |   ID '=' expression ';' -> ^('=' ID expression) 

    |   lhs '=' expression ';' -> ^('=' lhs expression) 

    |   a=postfixExpression ';' // handles function calls like f(i); 

            -> ^(EXPR postfixExpression) 

  //  | 'break' ';' -> 'break' 

   // | labeled_statement 

    | 'switch' '(' ID ')' '{' labeled_statement1 lb2+=labeled_statement* 

default_statement '}' 

    -> ^(SWITCH_CASE ID labeled_statement1 $lb2* default_statement)    

    ; 

 

lhs :   unaryExpression -> ^(EXPR unaryExpression) ; 

 

 

 

/*labeled_statement 

  :  

  'case' term ':' statement -> ^(term statement) 

  | 'default' ':' statement -> ^('default' statement) 

  

  ;*/ 

 

       

expressionList 

    :   expr (',' expr)* -> ^(ELIST expr+) 

    |   -> ELIST 

    ; 

 

expression 

    :   expr -> ^(EXPR expr) 

    ; 

 

expr:   logicalExpression 

    ; 

logicalExpression 

  : equalityExpression (('||'^ | '&&'^) equalityExpression)* 

    

  ; 

 

     

equalityExpression 

    :   relationalExpression (('!='^ | '=='^) relationalExpression)* 

    ; 

 

relationalExpression 

    :   additiveExpression 

        (   (   (   '<'^ 

                |   '>'^ 

                |   '<='^ 

                |   '>='^ 

                ) 

                additiveExpression 

            )* 

        ) 

    ; 

 

additiveExpression 
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    :   multiplicativeExpression (('+'^ | '-'^) 

multiplicativeExpression)* 

    ; 

 

multiplicativeExpression 

    :   powerExpression (('*'^ | '/'^) powerExpression)* 

    ; 

 

powerExpression 

    :   unaryExpression (('^'^)  unaryExpression)* 

    ;     

unaryExpression 

    :   (op='-' unaryExpression) -> ^(UNARY_MINUS[$op] unaryExpression) 

    |   (op='!' unaryExpression) -> ^(UNARY_NOT[$op] unaryExpression) 

    | (op='++' unaryExpression) -> ^(UNARY_PLUS_PLUS[$op] 

unaryExpression) 

    | (op='--' unaryExpression) -> ^(UNARY_MINUS_MINUS[$op] 

unaryExpression) 

    

 |   postfixExpression 

; 

 

postfixExpression 

    :   (term->term) 

        ( 

            (   '(' expressionList ')' 

                -> ^(CALL["CALL"] $postfixExpression expressionList) 

            |   r='[' expr ']' // convert a[i] to *(a+i) 

                -> ^(DEREF[$r,"*"] ^(ADD["+"] $postfixExpression expr)) 

            |   '.' ID 

                -> ^('.' $postfixExpression ID) 

            |   r='->' ID // convert p->x to (*p).x 

                -> ^(MEMBER[$r] ^(DEREF $postfixExpression) ID) 

            |   '++'  

            |   '--' 

            )    

        )*               

    ;  

term1 

 : INT 

 | REAL 

 ; 

     

term 

 : ID 

 | '(' expr ')' -> expr 

 | INT 

 |  REAL 

 | CHAR 

  

  

 ; 

        

  

 

 

/* STRING_LITERAL 

 : '"' 

  { StringBuilder b = new StringBuilder(); } 

  ( '"' '"'    { 

b.appendCodePoint('"');} 

  | c=~('"'|'\r'|'\n') { b.appendCodePoint(c);} 

  )* 

  '"' 
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  { setText(b.toString()); } 

 ; 

 */ 

  

CHAR 

 : '\'' . '\''  

 ; 

fragment LETTER : ('a'..'z' | 'A'..'Z') ; 

fragment DIGIT : '0'..'9'; 

INT : DIGIT+ ; 

REAL: INT '.' INT? 

 | '.' INT 

 ; 

 

ID : LETTER (LETTER | DIGIT | '_')*; 

WS : (' ' | '\t' | '\n' | '\r' | '\f')+ {$channel = HIDDEN;}; 

LINE_COMMENT : '//' .* ('\n'|'\r') {$channel = HIDDEN;}; 

COMMENT 

    :   '/*' ( options {greedy=false;} : . )* '*/' {$channel=HIDDEN;} 

    ; 

COMMENT_STAR 

    :   '**' .* ('\n'|'\r') {$channel = HIDDEN;}; 
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Code for Tree Grammar 
 
 
tree grammar ModGen2; 

 

options { 

  language = Java; 

  output = template; 

  tokenVocab = Extend2; 

  ASTLabelType = CommonTree; 

} 

 

program 

    :   //a='package' ID ( d+=eventDeclaration | d+=eventDeclaration2 | 

d+=procedureDeclaration | d+=methodDeclaration | d+=variableDeclaration 

)+ 

       // -> file(defs={$d},p={$ID.text}) 

        ( d+=eventDeclaration | d+=eventDeclaration2 | 

d+=procedureDeclaration | d+=methodDeclaration | d+=variableDeclaration 

)+ EOF 

        -> file(defs={$d}) 

    ; 

// END: compilationUnit 

 

// START: events 

eventDeclaration2 

    :  ^(EVENT_DECL_Init ID v+= variableDeclaration* s+=statement*)   

         //-> eventinitsim(name={$ID.text}, var={$v},stats={$s}) 

         -> event1(name={$ID.text}, var1={$v},stats={$s}) 

          

    ; 

eventDeclaration 

    :  ^(EVENT_DECL ID v+= variableDeclaration* s+=statement*)   

         //-> eventinitsim(name={$ID.text}, var={$v},stats={$s}) 

         -> event(name={$ID.text}, var1={$v},stats={$s}) 

          

    ; 

// END: builtin method 

 

methodDeclaration 

    :   ^(METHOD_DECL type ID a+=parameter* v+= variableDeclaration* 

s+=statement*) 

        -> method(name={$ID.text}, retType={$type.st}, args={$a}, 

var={$v},stats={$s}) 

    ; 

 

// START: procedure 

procedureDeclaration 

    :   ^(PROCEDURE_DECL ID a+=parameter* v+= variableDeclaration* 

s+=statement*)  

        -> procedure(name={$ID.text}, args={$a}, var={$v},stats={$s}) 

    ; 

// END: procedure 

 

parameter 

    :   ^(ARG_DECL (^(p='*' t=type)|t=type) ID) 

        -> arg(name={$ID.text}, type={$t.st}, ptr={p!=null?"*":null}) 

    ; 
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// START: type 

type:   primitiveType   -> {$primitiveType.st} 

    |   ID           ->  {$ID.text.endsWith("In")}? 

connect(id={$ID.text}) 

        -> {%{$ID.text}} 

    ; 

// END: type 

 

// START: primitiveType 

primitiveType 

// @after {$st = %{$text};} 

    :   a='real' -> real(type={$a.text}) 

    |   a='integer' -> integer(type={$a.text}) 

    |   a='char' -> char(type={$a.text}) 

    |   a='boolean' -> boolean(type={$a.text}) 

    |   a='void' -> void(type={$a.text}) 

    ; 

// END: primitiveType 

 

// START: block 

block 

    :   ^(BLOCK v+= variableDeclaration* s+=statement*) -> 

block(var={$v},stats={$s}) 

    ; 

// END: block 

variableforloop 

    :  ^(VAR_DECL type? ID expression)   

            -> varforloop(name={$ID.text}, type={$type.st}, 

init={$expression.st})           

    ; 

iteration_statement 

options {backtrack=true;} 

  : ^(WHILE_LOOP e=expression v+=variableDeclaration* s+=statement*) 

      -> whileloop(expr={$e.st},var={$v},stat={$s}) 

  | ^(DO_WHILE_LOOP v+=variableDeclaration* s+=statement* 'do' 

e=expression) 

      -> dowhileloop(expr={$e.st},var={$v},stat={$s}) 

  |  ^(ForLoop a=variableforloop e1=expression e2=expression 

v+=variableDeclaration* s2+=statement*) 

      -> for1(stats={$a.st},a={$e1.st},b={$e2.st},var={$v},stat={$s2}) 

     ; 

 

labeled_statement 

  : ^(CASE term1 v+=variableDeclaration* s+=statement*) -> 

case(name1={$term1.text}, stats={$s},vars={$v}) 

  //| 'default' ':' statement -> ^('default' statement) 

  ; 

labeled_statement1 

  : ^(CASE term1 v+=variableDeclaration* s+=statement*) -> 

case1(name1={$term1.text}, stats={$s},vars={$v}) 

  //| 'default' ':' statement -> ^('default' statement) 

  ; 

default_statement 

  : ^(CASE v+=variableDeclaration* s+=statement*) -> 

defaultcase(stats={$s},vars={$v}) 

  //| 'default' ':' statement -> ^('default' statement) 

  ; 

// START: var 

variableDeclaration 

    :   ^(VAR_DECL ^(p='[]'  b='[]'? type) ID expression?)            

        -> {$ID.text.endsWith("In")}? connectorarr(name={$ID.text}, 

type={$type.st}, init={$expression.st}, ptr={$p}) 
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        -> vararray(name={$ID.text}, type={$type.st}, 

init={$expression.st}, ptr={$p},ptr2={$b}) 

    |   ^(VAR_DECL ^(p='[]' p1='[]'? type a=INT b=INT?) ID expression?) 

            -> vararray1(name={$ID.text}, type={$type.st}, 

init={$expression.st}, ptr={$p},ind={$a},ptr2={$p1},ind2={$b}) 

    |   ^(VAR_DECL type ID expression?) 

     //-> {$ID.text.startsWith("In")}? connector(name={$ID.text}, 

type={$type.st}, init={$expression.st}) 

      -> {$ID.text.endsWith("Out")}? connectorOut(name={$ID.text}, 

type={$type.st}, init={$expression.st}) 

        -> {$ID.text.endsWith("In")}? connectorIn(name={$ID.text}, 

type={$type.st}, init={$expression.st}) 

        -> var(name={$ID.text}, type={$type.st}, init={$expression.st}) 

    ; 

// END: var 

 

 

 

statement 

options {backtrack=true;} 

    :   block           -> {$block.st} 

    | iteration_statement           -> {$iteration_statement.st} 

    //|   variableDeclaration  -> {$variableDeclaration.st} 

    |   ^('if' expression s1=block s2=block?) 

                        -> if(cond={$expression.st}, stats1={$s1.st}, 

stats2={$s2.st}) 

   |     iteration_statement     -> {$iteration_statement.st} 

   |   ^('return' expression?) 

                        -> return(v={$expression.st}) 

   |    ^('break' expression?)   -> break(v={$expression.st}) 

// START: assign 

 | ^('=' ID c=term1) -> {$ID.text.startsWith("txt")}? 

assign3(a={$ID.text}, b={$c.st}) 

        -> assign1(a={$ID.text}, 

b={$c.st}) 

 |    ^('=' ID b=expression)  

           //-> 

{$ID.text.endsWith("Out")}? assign2(a={$ID.text}, b={$b.st}) // these 

are for Connectors 

           //-> 

{$ID.text.endsWith("In")}? assign2(a={$ID.text}, b={$b.st}) 

           -> assign1(a={$ID.text}, 

b={$b.st}) 

    |   ^('=' a=expression b=expression) -> assign(a={$a.st}, b={$b.st}) 

    

    // END: assign 

    //  | 'break' ';' -> {$st = %{$text};} 

   // | ^(SWITCH_CASE ID blk=block) 

     // -> switch(name={$ID.text}, a={$blk.st}) 

     |  ^(SWITCH_CASE ID lb1=labeled_statement1 lb2+=labeled_statement* 

def=default_statement)   

        -> switch (name={$ID.text}, case1={$lb1.st}, 

case={$lb2},defaultcase={$def.st})  

   // | labeled_statement -> {$labeled_statement.st} 

     |   ^( EXPR ^(CALL ID ^(ELIST p+=expr*)) ) 

     /* 

     Mapp functions here  

     */ 

                        -> {$ID.text.startsWith("DExponential")}? 

callstat1(name={$ID.text}, args={$p}) 

                        -> {$ID.text.equalsIgnoreCase("sin")}? 

callsin(name={$ID.text},args={$p}) 

                        -> {$ID.text.equalsIgnoreCase("cos")}? 

callcos(name={$ID.text},args={$p}) 
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                        -> {$ID.text.equalsIgnoreCase("tan")}? 

calltan(name={$ID.text},args={$p}) 

                        -> {$ID.text.equalsIgnoreCase("acos")}? 

callacos(name={$ID.text},args={$p}) 

                        -> {$ID.text.equalsIgnoreCase("asin")}? 

callasin(name={$ID.text},args={$p}) 

                        -> {$ID.text.equalsIgnoreCase("atan")}? 

callatan(name={$ID.text},args={$p}) 

                        -> {$ID.text.equalsIgnoreCase("atan2")}? 

callatan2(name={$ID.text},args={$p}) 

                        -> {$ID.text.equalsIgnoreCase("cosh")}? 

callcosh(name={$ID.text},args={$p}) 

                        -> {$ID.text.equalsIgnoreCase("sinh")}? 

callsinh(name={$ID.text},args={$p}) 

                        -> {$ID.text.equalsIgnoreCase("tanh")}? 

calltanh(name={$ID.text},args={$p}) 

                        -> {$ID.text.equalsIgnoreCase("exp")}? 

callexp(name={$ID.text},args={$p}) 

                        -> {$ID.text.equalsIgnoreCase("log")}? 

calllog(name={$ID.text},args={$p}) 

                        -> {$ID.text.equalsIgnoreCase("log10")}? 

calllog10(name={$ID.text},args={$p}) 

                        -> {$ID.text.equalsIgnoreCase("Ceil")}? 

callceil(name={$ID.text},args={$p}) 

                        -> {$ID.text.equalsIgnoreCase("Floor")}? 

callfloor(name={$ID.text},args={$p}) 

                        -> {$ID.text.equalsIgnoreCase("Sqrt")}? 

callsqrt(name={$ID.text},args={$p}) 

                        -> {$ID.text.equalsIgnoreCase("realmod")}? 

callmod(name={$ID.text},args={$p}) 

                        -> callstat(name={$ID.text}, args={$p}) 

    ; 

/* labeled_statement 

  :  ^('case' term s=statement) //-> {$term.text}? 

switchfirst(name={$term.text}, args={$s.st}) 

                                -> switchsecond(name1={$term.text}, 

args={$s.st}) 

  //| ^('default' s=statement) -> switchthird(args={$s.st}) 

  ;   */ 

 

expression 

    :   ^(EXPR expr) -> {$expr.st} 

    ; 

 

expr 

options {backtrack=true;} 

     :   term                       -> {$term.st} 

    |   ^(UNARY_MINUS v=expr)       -> unary_minus(v={$v.st}) 

    |   ^(UNARY_NOT v=expr)         -> unary_not(v={$v.st}) 

    |   ^(UNARY_MINUS_MINUS v=expr)       -> unary_minusminus(v={$v.st}) 

    |   ^(UNARY_PLUS_PLUS v=expr)         -> unary_plusplus(v={$v.st}) 

    |   ^(ADDR v=expr)              -> addr(v={$v.st})      

    |   ^(DEREF ^('+' ID v=expr))   -> index(array={$ID.text}, 

i={$v.st}) 

    |   ^(DEREF v=expr)             -> deref(v={$v.st}) 

    |   ^('.' o=expr ID)            -> member(obj={$o.st}, 

name={$ID.text}) 

    |   ^(CALL ID ^(ELIST a+=expr*)) 

                                    -> call(name={$ID.text}, args={$a}) 

    |   ^(op x=expr y=expr)         -> operation(op={$op.st}, x={$x.st}, 

y={$y.st}) 

    

    ; 
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term1 

@after {$st = %{$text};} 

    :   INT          

    | REAL  

     

    ; 

 

term 

//@after {$st = %{$text};} 

    :   'true' -> {$st = %{$text};} 

    |   'false' -> {$st = %{$text};} 

    |   CHAR -> {$st = %{$text};} 

    |   INT    -> {$st = %{$text};}      

    | REAL   -> {$st = %{$text};} 

    |   ID -> {$ID.text.equalsIgnoreCase("currenttime")}? 

time(t={$ID.text}) // Currenttime to time 

           -> {$st = %{$text};} 

    ; 

 

// START: op 

op 

// Text of operator is $start.getText(); $start is root token for op 

 

    :   bop -> {$st = %operator(o={$start.getText()});} 

    | relop -> {$st = %operator(o={$start.getText()});} 

     | eqop -> {$st = %operator(o={$start.getText()});} 

      | lop -> {$start.getText().equalsIgnoreCase("&&")}? 

logicalopand(o={$start.getText()}) 

            ->  logicalopor(o={$start.getText()}) 

    ;  

// END: op 

lop : '&&' | '||'; 

 

bop :   '+' | '-' | '*' | '/' | '^' ; 

 

relop:  '<' | '>' | '<=' | '>=' ; // '<' is start of tag in st oops. 

 

eqop:   '!=' | '==' ; 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 


